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Slight modification... The regions where property will be purchased a low cost will,

not coincidentally, be the "opportunity zones" where investment transactions

without capital gains can be made. The areas where riots took/take place (OZ's)will

sell cheap. WATCH... #RESET

Part of "The Plan." Next : real estate prices fall.Citys devalued investors will snap up propertys.The investors

buyingb& then flipping real estate will be the mayors of these cities.

— Artist@large (@Donnartforyou) December 30, 2020

2) "Opportunity zones" allow for mass investment moves from billionaire class without paying capital gains taxes.

The mass accumulation of wealth (multinationals) at the upper tier of Big Tech (technocrats) during COVID is approximately

+40% since it began.

3) This shift of wealth from Main Street (COVID shutdowns and lock-downs) into the multinationals (tech, banks and

massive corporations ie. Amazon etc.) means the extremely wealthy have access to trillion$ of new funds .

4) The billionaire class can move those funds without paying any capital gains if they shift them into "opportunity zones", this

is part of the OZ program incitement.

5) The "opportunity zone" areas are (not coincidentally) the same areas where riots and civil unrest was taking place.

The Main Street retail centers that were shut down during the civil unrest then faced the (not coincidental) follow-up financial

stress from the COVID impacts.

6) As a consequence of both events, Main Street small businesses are crushed and under extreme financial burdens. It is

estimated that 40% of those businesses will not survive 2021.

Now think about this...

7) 40% of Main Street businesses wiped out. Not coincidentally almost 40% of wealth has been transferred from Main Street 

to the Wall Street mega-corporations and multinationals. ■....
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Look up the $$$ growth of Amazon and Wal Mart and tech in 2020. You can clearly see it.

8) The next step is a simple math and banking equation.

Move the 40% $$ gains (Wall Street) into purchasing the 40% collapse on Main Street.

The transfer tool is the tax sheltered Opportunity Zone plan.

9) ... AND there you have it.

"Never let a crisis go to waste"...

Only in 2020 the "crisis" was (yet again) by design. COVID mitigation in the Blue states, not coincidentally the same OZ

regions, is a mass transfer of wealth to the upper tier.

..... CAN YOU SEE IT?

10) We have been watching this for years... It is one long continuum.
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